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Director’s Message:
It’s amazing how things have changed in the last couple of decades, especially in the
electronic world. Take for example the cordless power tools with lithium batteries, they
have lots of speed and torque. I would like to tell you about a friend of mine who has
an automobile repair shop. He like most of us have cordless rechargeable power tools.
He would always plug them back into the charger when he was done to keep them fully
charged for the next time he need the tool.
One Saturday he left his shop at noon, and at two o’clock somebody went by and noticed
his garage was on fire. The fire department came and saved his building and his insurance
company repaired all the damage. He is now back in operation. What happened was a
tool that was being recharged didn’t stop recharging, it got hot and started the fire.
As a word of caution, make sure when you are not around that your chargers are not plugged in, we all want to be safe.
Enjoy the great weather we have been having.
						Radiant-ly yours
						 Chuck

CARavan© Director’s
Message
One of the best things
we can do to preserve our
Classic Cars is to use good
Motor Oil. The Indiana
Region of the CCCA
has formulated an oil for
Classic Cars. We have
teamed up with them and
are offering a CARavan
Special of $64.50 per
case and free shipping. The oil will be available for
distribution at the CARavan in September. Supply
will be limited and pre-orders will be distributed first.
To find out more please email warneryoung@msn.
com.
Jeff DeMarey
CARavan© Coordinator

Editor’s Notes:
Did you ever have someone
walk up to you at a car
show and ask about your
car and before you can
get a full sentence spoken,
they interrupt and tell you
that when they were small
their father, uncle, cousin,
neighbor……..you get the
idea. We know it all too well.
The good news is, every once
in a while if we would have listened more carefully
we would have discovered the next barn find, or the
neighbor who wants to sell his old car which turns
out to be an ultra-rare low number model that we
didn’t even know was right under our nose. Turns
out that there are actually TV shows dedicated to this
very subject matter. Chasing Classic Cars, Wayne
Carini, or Strange Inheritance series with Jamie
Colby or my current favorite, the series of books
regarding barn finds by Keith Martin of Sports Car
Market. Thank heavens summer is not all over and
we have time to kick back on the hammock with
our lemonade, Ice tea and dream of cars………
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Christopher’s Corner:
When I was just seven years old I started judging at the world-renowned Greenwich
Concours d’Elegance. Since then I have become a regular contributing author to the
Classic Car Club of America New England Region magazine and I have been published
nationally on multiple occasions. I am now fifteen and on the board of advisors for
the Classic Car Club of America NER. From Amelia Island to the Boston Cup I have
attended many car shows, tours and events along with helping in the process of planning
the Classic New England CARavan for this coming September. I look forward to one day
owning my very own classic and I hope to enter my vehicle in one of the various events I
have attended throughout my childhood.

Greenwich Concours d’Elegance
This year the Greenwich Concours d’Elegance came
bearing a lot of changes as well as gorgeous cars. Held
on June fourth and fifth of 2016, it also brought many
surprises from the weather to the new and improved field
layout.
When I first walked onto the show field, I was taken
back by the gorgeous view of the harbor and the vast
selection of cars. After walking the field, my eyes were
drawn to the breathtaking 1934 Packard 1108 Dual Cowl
Phaeton. It is owned by the Malcolm Pray Collection
and let me tell you, he had great taste. The windshield
was raked back and the beautiful red leather seats really
complimented the black exterior and wooden dash. To
no one’s surprise, it won the most Elegant American.
That is a sexy car.
Not two cars over from the Packard was another eyecatcher. It was a 1932 Studebaker President Convertible
Sedan. Owned by George A. Vassos, it had a red and
cream exterior that was finished with a dark tan top.
This car went on to win Best of show for the American
Day. Sadly I was not lucky enough to judge either of
those two beauties but my class, “Working Cars” did not
disappoint. My personal favorite was Sal and Sue Anicito’s
1955 Pontiac Safari Station Wagon. It was also finished
in a great red and creamy white color. The chrome and
paint were in pristine condition and there wasn’t a speck
of dust anywhere on that car. It was perfect.
Sunday kicked off a little earlier because of a predicted
downpour around 2:30. The weather did not hold up for
us but the show proceeded even though we lost 40 out
of the 145 scheduled cars to the weather. This time I
had “Pre-War” cars to judge and let me say, these were

Christopher DeMarey

some of the best on the field. We started with a beautiful
1928 Bentley 4 ½ Litre Tourer owned by David McGirr.
We then worked our way toward another Bentley. This
one however was a 1937 4 ¼ Litre All-Weather Phaeton.
Mother Nature planned to test the title of this “AllWeather” Bentley but Desmond Fitzgerald, who owns
it, was confident it would withstand anything Mother
Nature sent our way. This proved to be true.
One car to the right of this Bentley was something
that I have only seen once before. It was Nick Grewal’s
1936 Brough Superior Drophead. This was the epitome
of gorgeous. Finished with a jet-black exterior, it glistened
next to the water. Only eighteen were made and there are
only two survivors, this being one of them. It also had a
red felt interior with a gorgeous gauge cluster mounted
on a wooden dash. One of the coolest features I have
ever seen on any car, new or old, was on this 1936.
Right behind each wheel, there was a jack mounted to
the chassis. They were conveniently controlled from
inside the car. They were designed so if the driver got a
flat tire, he could stay inside the cab while the Mechanic
was outside changing the tire. It was ideally used in poor
weather conditions but they became an every time use.
This Brough won the Best of Show International award.
This year marked my eighth year judging at the
Greenwich Concours d’Elegance. It was also the first year
without the man who started it all. He had an idea and
he strove for it. Now nearly 21 years after that idea, he
is being remembered for being a great, knowledgeable
person, and for creating one of the best car shows in the
country.
			

Rest in Peace Bruce Wennerstrom 1926 – 2015
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George Brayton - Early American Engineer
Vincent Curcio the author of, In Chrysler; The Life and Times of An Automotive
Genius recognized Inventor George Brayton (1772-1837) as the most important
early American inventor of vehicles that used internal combustion engines. (1)
George Brayton was born in Rhode Island and raised in Boston, MA. He introduced
the constant pressure engine that is the basis for the gas turbine. That invention is
now referred to as the Brayton cycle, and was considered the first safe and practical
oil engine. Over time another inventor, George Selden improved the engine designs
based on George Brayton’s work and production engines made for horizontal and
vertical applications were achieved.(2)
Brayton’s turbines in their earlier uses were in Providence, RI streetcar and an offrail omnibus in Pittsburgh, PA. An explanation of his engine is “Air is compressed
in a single acting-pump, which has the volume one-half that of the power cylinder.
The compressed air passes from the constant-pressure receiver through pipe and over the absorbent material through
which the fuel is fed by a pump. It is here that it takes up vapor and the mixture passes the wire-gauge grating and
into the cylinder, where it burns. The means are provided to prevent entirely shutting off the air from the power
cylinder, and there is kept constantly burning a small flame which increases for the power stroke. To govern this effect,
a variable cut-off is used to the power cylinder. (2)
Brayton’s two stroke cycle engine achieved success in making the constant pressure cycle work and he also went on
to make and market a commercial product. In 1881 his cycle engine was used by John Philip Holland to power
the world’s first successful self-propelled submarine, the Fienian Ram. The submarine is preserved in the Patterson
Museum, Paterson, NJ. The Brayton Engine is in the American History museum at the Smithsonian Institution.
References: - Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Brayton
(1)The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) www.asme.org/Biography Brayton
(2) Henry de Graffigny (translated from the French), Gas and Petroleum Engines, Whittaker, London, 1898

2016 Events:
August 15-21, 2016 – Pebble Beach Concours
September 9-17 – Classic New England CARavan, - Mt. Washington Hotel, Bretton Woods, NH
September 25, 2016 – The Boston Cup, Boston Commons, MA
NER Board of Director’s Meeting, The Ritz Carlton-TBA
September 23-25, 2016 – Hemming’s Concours, Saratoga Springs, NY
October 5 - 8, 2016 – AACA Fall Meet, Hershey, PA
October 16, 2016 – NER Board of Director’s Meeting- Cyprian Keyes Golf Club, Boylston, MA
November 6, 2016 – NER Annual Meeting
The Salem Cross Inn, 260 West Main Street (Rt. 9), West Brookfield, MA 01585
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Brough Superior Cars

George Brough was
a racer, designer, and
showman. The Brough
Superior motorcycles
were high performance
and superior quality.
Most were custombuilt to the customer’s
needs and rarely were
any two of the same.
Each motorcycle was
assembled twice. The
first time to fit all
the components and
the second time was
after all the parts were
painted and plated.
The motorcycles were
put thru tests to ensure
they performed to the
specifications of speed
and
performance.
Only after they were
tested and passed
the motorcycles were
personally
certified
by George Brough.
The Brough Superior
Motorcycles were often
said to be the Rolls
Royce of motorcycles
and they were among the most expensive road
motorcycle in the world. It was not unheard of that
a Brough Superior ranged from 100 to 185 pounds
in the 1920’s and 1930’s and only the wealthy were
able to afford them, as the annual salary in Britain
during the 1930’s was only 200 pounds. (1)

The early examples had
great performance with
a top speed of 90mph
with 0 to 60 in ten
seconds. The coachwork
was a drop head
design by Atcherley of
Birmingham. Hudson
no longer suppled the
8cyl. Engines in 1936
and cars mfg. after that
date had a straight six
with side valves.
A
supercharged
version
was listed in mfg. and
Saloon bodies were
available also but the
open cars were favored.
It is estimated that
some 80 cars were built
between 1936 and 1939.
The final car, the XII
was made in 1938 with
Brough’s own design
of the chassis, Girling
brakes and Ford axles
and a Lincoln-Zephyr
V12 engine. This was
a one off design with a
Saloon body built by
Charlesworth. The car
length was 219 inches and 71 inches wide. Records
indicate that the car still survives. A journalist for
Motor Sport Magazine tested the Brough Superior
Saloon in 1936, He noted that the car had a reserve
fuel tank, so he declined to fill up before the road
test. When he ran out of fuel, he could not find the
switch to activate the reserve tank so he flagged a
passing motorist to come to his aide. He continued
on his test when he came upon a motorcyclist who
had crashed and offered his assistance. The journalist
ask what kind of motorcycle he was riding, the man
answered a “Brough Superior”. The cyclist then ask,

Brough also manufactured some 85 cars name
Brough Superior. They were built between 1935 and
1939. They were built with Hudson engines and
chassis. Originally they made three models, but only
two of the models reached production. The early
models did not carry the Brough Superior badges.

continued on page 7
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Brough Superior Cars continued from page 6

what is the nice car, the journalist answered a “Brough
Superior”. The motorcyclist remained silent for
the remainder of the journey. It was supposed that
upon hearing the car was also a Brough Superior, the
motorcyclist presumed he was concussed. (1)
WW II brought an end to the production of the
motorcycles as the factory was turned over to produce
Rolls-Royce Merlin aero engines. When the factory
stopped making aero engines, there were no suitable
motorcycle or automobile engines for production
to resume. George Brough was dedicated to his
vehicles and the customers who purchased them.
He provided service on the Brough Superiors after
production ceased as did Albert Wallis. Service Parts
for Brough were made until 1969. The last known
census of Brough Superior motorcycles was taken in
2004 and some 1000 still exist. (1)
(1)
Footnote – Information for article is from: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brough_Superior

Nick Grewal, owner of 1936 Brough Superior, Won Best in Show
International Award. Nick’s Brough is one of the early eight
cylinder models that still survive today.

Tech Notes

Many of us are now familiar with the use of cameras in our everyday lives. From traditional cameras, phone
cameras, security cameras to traffic cameras. Our every move can be documented. It indeed sounds like George
Orwell’s 1984 where the term “big brother is watching you” originated. But is type of surveillance really just
happening in our recent history? I found an article in Popular Mechanics from September of 1933 in which a
Camera was developed to aid in a traffic study by recording faults.
It worked by taking moving pictures of traffic in motion, taken with definite time intervals between photographs
and they were used to study the causes of traffic jams. It was developed by Bruce D. Greenshields of the University
of Michigan. He set his camera at right angles to the road, trained on two poles or other objects a known distance
apart. Each auto photographed appears in two pictures and the distance it has moved in a given time. This was
done in 1933. Fascinating.
Dr. Greenshields, held his doctorate in Civil Engineering from the University of Michigan and was a prominent
traffic researcher who went on to write many articles on traffic behavior and highway safety. He was a pioneer
in the use of photography and mathematics to study traffic behavior and highway safety. He taught at George
Washington University and the University of Michigan. After his retirement he served as a traffic consultant to
various federal agencies (1).
(1)References, Bio summary made from information from the Institute of Transportation Engineers website. http://www.ite.org/aboutite/
honorarymembers/GreenshieldsBD.asp
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“THE ELEGANCE”at Hershey-2016

Christopher DeMarey

Hershey. What does that word mean to you? Is it just
the name of a chocolate bar? Well to be completely
honest with you, that’s the only thing I ever thought
of it as. Until I was invited to be a judge, at “The
Elegance”.

“The Elegance” at Hershey – 2016 - Overview of Show Field

Christopher DeMarey Photo

It started off with the Grand Accent. Car after
car was sent up the mountain with their engines
screaming and their wheels spinning. After helping
an old friend of mine change out a starter, I took a
walk through all the race cars. And wow, let me tell
you, there was a lot of horse power between all of
them. We didn’t stay very long because it was really
hot and humid out. However I had my sights set on
the next day, “The Elegance”.

The cars there were beyond belief. I don’t even know where to begin. How about Bob Bahre’s 1934 Duesenberg
SJ Torpedo Convertible Victoria? That was unbelievable. It was finished in a dark red and had big white wall tires.
The interior was done in a rustic looking dark brown leather. It was truly an outstanding combination. And it
proved to be just that, because it went on to win an award of excellence for its beauty.
As I turned around, I saw a good friend of mine pulling up in his daily driver. It was Richie Clyne. He decided to
bring his 1932 Duesenberg J that actually is his daily driver. Richie won an award of excellence with this maroon
beauty and trust me he deserved it. After chatting a little with him I then continued walking through the show field.
Another car worth the mentioning was the Miyabi Collection’s 1934 Mercedes 500k. It just happens to have won
Best in show. This car really screamed sexy. It was sleek, fast, quiet and beautiful. It had everything anyone could
have wanted. Including a beautiful dark maroon finish which was accompanied by black wall tires.
This is the first year I have judged at “The
Elegance” at Hershey and I had a lot of fun.
I am honored to have been a Judge because
I was invited by the man, the myth, the
legend, Dr. Paul Sable. Thank you Dr. Sable
for everything you do for “The Elegance”
and every other car show you help out in. It
doesn’t go unnoticed.
Right: 1934 Mercedes 500K
Best in Show – “The Elegance” at Hershey 2016
Owned by Miyabi Collection
Christopher DeMarey Photo
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Eva Braun’s Horch

by Art Brummer
car had some mechanical issues so the clowns decided
they needed a different car. Enter Mush. The clown
told Mush that they picked the car up and they were told
that it was Eva Braun’s Horch that was confiscated by the
Nazi’s on March 20, 1938. They also said that they were
told that the car belonged to the Crown Prince of Vienna
before Eva Braun acquired it.
Art examined the car, photographed it in place and it was
all there, including the keys. Art and Mush settled on
$1,000.00 and Art took the car home. It wasn’t long after
that Art contacted a friend by the name of
Marvin Fenlaw who lived in Zanesville,
Ohio. Art told Marvin all about the car
and Marvin made a deal with Art, sight
unseen. Art loaded the car and delivered it
to Marvin at his business Fenlaw Lumber,
Company in Zanesville, Ohio.

We have a tradition in
our family, every Sunday
night we drive over to
my in-laws house for
supper and a visit. Mom
and I usually take turns
making the meals. It
gives us a chance to fix
our favorite dishes. We
always have coffee, tea
and dessert followed by
good conversations.

Marvin knew Art liked Packard so he sold
Art a 1932 Packard Shovel nose 4 door
sedan (non-classic) for $75. Art loaded
the Packard on his empty trailer, then
Marvin said Art should not leave before
they find the Cam Shaft for the Packard.
Two hours passed and they found the
part in the rafters. It was a bit late in the
day so Art decided to stay at a motel for
the evening and get a reasonable early
start in the morning, but not before one
more stop to a local antique dealer. He
purchased a signed bronze lady statue
that he still has on his desk today.

This particular evening was
not exception to the routine,
but
the
conversation
centered on cleaning out old
files and this envelope full of
photos which was passed to
me. I didn’t know what I was
looking at but I was about
to be told. This is where the
information begins.
Art knew a man in York, PA who owned Pullman Brass
Works. His name was Mush Meyers. Art went on to
explain that Mush had a good business and one of his
customers was Joe Kennedy. Yes of Kennedy Family
fame. Anyway, Mush had a car in his back yard that he
thought Art would be interested in purchasing. Mush
told Art that he acquired the car from a Barnum and
Baily Circus Clown, you can’t make this stuff up……
It seems that the circus was in town and they used this
car in their shows and after the shows they would drive
it to the next town where they were performing. The
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Addendum to Article:
Heidi Ann Charlton
Horch was a car manufactured in Germany by August
Horch & Cie at the beginning of the 20th century. It
is the direct ancestor of the Audi Company which was
born from the Auto Union that was formed in 1932
when Horch merged with DKW Wanderer. And the
historic Audi enterprise which August Horch founded in
1910. The Horch brand is currently owned by Daimler
AG, who retained it in 1964 when it sold Auto Union
to Volkswagen. (1)
The photos in this article are originals taken by my
father in law, Art Brummer in the 1960’s. I have made
an effort to research the Horch in this article. I did find
evidence that Eva Braun’s husband in fact had Horch
automobiles in his livery and I found a photo of him
with a Horch Limo. Eva was not in the Photo. I
also found that there is a Horch Museum in Zwickau,
Germany, the town where Horch automobiles were
manufactured. The content on the web does not show
all of the Horch automobiles in the museum and no
attempt to contact them was made. I do believe that
this article demonstrates that this is perhaps an early
example of when collectors decided that the cars were
too valuable to send to the scrap heap, instead finding a
buyer to save them was important.
(1) References: Wikipedia History at a glance – Horch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horch

Eva Braun – Was longtime companion to Adolf Hitler
and was married to him for less than 40 hours before
they both died.
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1932 Studebaker President Convertible Sedan –
Owned By Dr. George Vassos
The 1932 Studebaker President Convertible Sedan pictured on the back cover is owned by Dr. George Vassos. Dr.
Vassos is said to have found this car in California. The prior owner brought it to California from Mexico in 1977.
Dr. Vassos previously restored a 1923 Studebaker Light Six Roadster so he was aware of the work the 1932
Studebaker President would require. One highlight of the restoration was being able to locate the car’s original
engine, having been separated from the car for many years. Dr. Vassos did much of his own restoration work which
took over nine years to complete. The Greenwich Concours d’Elegance would be the debut of his Studebaker.
On Saturday, June 4, 2016 Dr. Vassos’ 1932 Studebaker President Convertible Sedan was awarded “Best in Show
–American” at the 20th Annual Greenwich Concours d’Elegance. A wonderful achievement for Dr. Vassos and
his Studebaker.

1932 Studebaker President Convertible Sedan
Owned by George A. Vassos
won Best of Show on American Day at Greenwich Concours d’Elegance
Saturday, June 4, 2016.
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